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An East Anglian Poem in a London Manuscript? The Date and Dialect of The Court of Love in 

Cambridge, Trinity College, MS R.3.191 

 

Introduction 

 

The Court of Love (henceforth CL) has come down to us in a single manuscript: Cambridge, Trinity 

College, MS R.3.19, folios 217r-234r. This manuscript is well known, especially to students of 

Chaucer. In the sixteenth century it was owned by the London antiquarian John Stow (c. 1525-1605). 

The manuscript contains various annotations and a Lydgate fable (fols. 235r-236r) in his hand, and it 

provided the basis for some of the spurious additions to the Chaucerian canon as assembled by Stow 

himself in his 1561 edition of The Workes of Geffrey Chaucer (Forni 2001, 36-8). CL was one of the 

works printed in this edition, its text based directly on that of the Trinity manuscript (Fletcher 1978), 

and for a long time it passed as a poem by Chaucer. The significance of the manuscript is reflected by 

its accessibility: it was included in the Facsimile Series of the Works of Geoffrey Chaucer (Fletcher 

1987) and is now available online.2 There are published editions of the poem itself by Skeat (1897) 

and Forni (2005), neither of which is wholly satisfactory.  In the case of Skeat, this is because he 

airbrushed the text as he found it in the manuscript, deleting unhistorical final –es, standardizing 

spellings and emending to restore sense, rhyme and metre. I have no problem with emendation metri 

causa, but because Skeat’s idea of correct English was Chaucerian English he often restored rhyme in 

ways that take the text further away from rather than closer to the original (see below, pp. 000). 

Forni’s more recent edition, on the other hand, presents the text, ‘warts and all, as it appears in the 

manuscript, only correcting what seem to me to be obvious scribal errors that interfere with sense’ 

(Forni 2005, 9). The edition thus makes no attempt to recover what the poet actually wrote, but it is 

not a wholly reliable transcription of the manuscript either. A particularly persistent problem is 

confusion of <y> with <g>. Given the resulting mistranscriptions – for instance, Forni consistently 

reads gove and gove(n) (‘gave’ and ‘given’) for MS yove(n) (278, 531, 547, 642, 668, 688, 742, 770) 

                                                           
1 This essay has benefitted substantially from corrections and comments by a number of readers. I would 
particularly like to thank Richard Beadle, Richard Dance, Judith Jefferson, Myra Stokes, and the two 
anonymous peer reviewers for various suggestions for improvement.   
2 See http://trin-sites-pub.trin.cam.ac.uk/james/viewpage.php?index=1370.  

http://trin-sites-pub.trin.cam.ac.uk/james/viewpage.php?index=1370
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– the edition should be used with caution. In the text below citations from the poem are from Forni’s 

edition, but I have checked these against the digitized manuscript and have flagged up corrections in 

footnotes. 

 In this essay I would like to discuss CL’s date of composition, the date of the manuscript 

copy, and to analyse and account for some of its linguistic peculiarities. These topics have received a 

certain amount of attention before. Walter Skeat when editing the poems in Chaucerian and Other 

Pieces effectively dismissed the idea that Chaucer could have written it, though in doing so he went 

from one extreme to the other, arguing that the poem was a neo-medieval fabrication dating from the 

fourth decade of the sixteenth century at the earliest. While he accepted that the hands of the two main 

scribes of Trinity College, MS R.3.19 belong to the late fifteenth century, he thought the CL-scribe’s 

hand was mid-sixteenth-century. This gave him scope to maintain that the language of CL was 

deliberately archaic: ‘I have no space to discuss the matter at length; so shall content myself with 

saying that the impression produced upon me is that we have here the work of one of the heralds of 

the Elizabethan poetry’ (Skeat 1897: lxxvi). As we shall see, Skeat did in fact pursue the matter at 

some length. In his edition, various notes on language and metre reinforce his ‘impression’, and he 

returned to the matter in his book on the Chaucer cannon (1900).  

Because generations of scholars read the poem in Skeat’s edition, his views have continued to 

be influential. C.S. Lewis’s statements about CL in The Allegory of Love (1936, 256-7) and in English 

Literature in the Sixteenth Century (1954, 239-241) repeat Skeat’s view of it being a sixteenth-century 

exercise in medievalism, and from Skeat and Lewis the idea has passed uncritically into modern 

criticism (e.g., Miskimin 1975, 23; Windeatt 1990, 11). The most significant consequence of this for 

our knowledge of Middle English is that CL was excluded from the corpus of sources for MED. On 

what I can only assume to be Skeat’s authority, all texts copied by the two main scribes of Trinity 

R.3.19 were mined for MED entries (these dated to c. 1500), while the texts copied by the CL-scribe 

were set aside. Again on Skeat’s authority, citations from the poem were assigned a date of c.1530 in 

all printed volumes of the New English Dictionary (as OED was then known) that were published 

after Skeat’s 1897 edition. The fascicles published before 1897, covering A to mid-F, had a date of 

c.1450. The conflicting dates for CL in the current online edition of OED, where some citations are 
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dated c. 1450 and others c. 1530 (with some further dates in between) reflect this curious history of 

scholarly ‘progress’.3  

 In the light of new findings about this manuscript and about the scribe who copied CL in 

Trinity College, MS R.3.19, Skeat’s late dating of the poem has become untenable, however, and so 

his view of the poem’s language and prosody as a pseudo-medieval fabrication is in urgent need of 

revision. My aim is to show that the text of the poem as it stands reflects a compromise between the 

language of the original poet and that of the scribe (with intermediate stages of copying being highly 

likely). Although the complications resulting from this scribal layering make it difficult to date and 

localize the original poem, I hope to show that the poet’s language was both earlier and more 

northerly – probably East Anglian – than that of the Trinity scribe, who was a professional scribe 

from London. Although this scribe set about translating the poem into his own language, various 

traces of the poet’s original dialect remain.  

The result is what, following Benskin and Laing (1981), we may call a Mischsprache. A 

Mischsprache is  

 

what the late Professor Tolkien aptly described as a ‘nonce-language’, ‘an “accidental”’ 

form” of language, occurring in all its details only in one text (Tolkien 1929, p. 105). Its 

defining characteristic is the persistent co-occurrence of dialect forms whose regional 

distributions are such that their geographical overlap cannot reasonably be supposed’.4  

 

The Introduction to eLALME, from which this definition is taken, makes two further points that 

inform my methodology. The first is that if a Mischsprache is in rhymed verse, as is the case with CL, 

rhyme words are often of special diagnostic value (Introduction, 3.3.5). As is well known, scribes who 

converted the language of the original into their own dialect often felt constrained by rhyme to retain 

original forms. If they disregarded rhyme constraints, this will be evident in spoiled rhymes. Since 

                                                           
3 I owe this explanation for the OED datings to Nicolay Yakovlev (personal communication).  
4 Cited from M. Benskin, M. Laing, V. Karaiskos and K. Williamson, An Electronic Version of A Linguistic Atlas of 
Late Mediaeval English (2013), at http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/eLALME/eLALME.html, ‘General Introduction’, 
3.5.1.  

http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/ihd/eLALME/eLALME.html
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scribes were at least as likely to take over the whole rhyme word as to reproduce only the rhyming 

element (Introduction, 3.3.6), attention should be paid to not only to the rhyme sound but to the rhyme 

word in its entirety. The second point is that scribes who translated the language of their exemplar 

into their own dialect were nevertheless prone to perpetuate some ‘relicts’ from their copy-text 

(Introduction 3.2.1). Such relicts can consist either of exotic dialect words that were not used n the 

scribe’s own language or of common words which the scribe frequently used, but not in the form in 

which he imported them from his exemplar. In a text that has been ‘translated’ very thoroughly, we 

would expect relicts of the second type to be few in number and to stand out in sharp relief against the 

majority form(s) of the same word that represent(s) the copyist’s own dialect and scribal practice.     

 Of course, Skeat had at his disposal neither the methodological insights nor the research tools 

that exist today. The norm against which he measured CL was Chaucerian English, and deviations 

from this norm he described as ‘blunders’, ‘bad mistakes’, ‘false grammar’, ‘misspellings’, ‘utterly 

disgraceful specimens’, and so on. Imperfections of rhyme he tended to regard as failures on the part 

of the poet. That said, his notes on linguistic details usually draw attention to things that need 

explaining, and his theory that the poem was written in a fake form of Middle English has the 

considerable merit of recognizing that the language of CL is indeed a peculiar ‘nonce language’, even 

if the reason for this may not be the one Skeat proposed. Skeat also observed that some forms (the 

verbal inflections -in and –yn in infinitives and plural presents) are ‘consistent with East Anglian 

spellings’ (Skeat 1897, lxxvii), though he variously ascribed these non-standard form to the scribe 

(Skeat 1897, lxxvii) and to the poet (Skeat 1900, 135).   

 My own position is that CL is a mid-fifteenth-century East Anglian poem, which in the course 

of scribal transmission was thoroughly but not completely translated into the language of London, c. 

1480. I have organised my argument in four main sections. Since the definitive terminus ad quem for 

CL’s original date of composition is provided by the manuscript copy of the poem, I begin with a 

discussion of Trinity R.3.19, drawing on the latest research and on my own findings relating to one of 

the items copied by the scribe of CL (section 1). I then examine critically the linguistic and metrical 

evidence on which the theory that the poem is from the sixteenth century has been based (section 2). 

After arguing that this evidence is faulty, I hope to show that some of the peculiarities and errors in 
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the text are not the result of a poet failing to produce ‘proper’ ME, but rather due to the fact that the 

poet’s language and dialect differed in numerous minor but significant ways from the scribe’s. To 

reveal the mixture of dialectal forms in the resulting Mischsprache, I focus on rhyme words and on 

apparently faulty rhymes, which indicate that the scribe frequently imposed his own forms on those of 

the original (section 3). The rhyme evidence will be supplemented with consideration of relicts 

outside of rhyme that similarly seem to point to an East Anglian provenance for the poet (section 4). 

The findings will be summarised in a brief conclusion.  

 

 

I: The Manuscript and the Scribe of CL 

 

Cambridge, MS Trinity MS R.3.19, the manuscript that Stow used to augment the Chaucer 

corpus in his printed Chaucer edition, can itself be described as a commercial anthology of 

Chaucerian pieces. It consists of a series of booklets, mostly containing poems, but it ends with a 

booklet containing a prose chronicle entitled The Petigrew [i.e. pedigree] of Englond (folios 247r-

251r). In line with his argument that CL is a Renaissance poem, Skeat claimed the CL-scribe was a 

contemporary of John Stow’s and wrote in ‘a hand of his [i.e  Stow’s] own period’ (Skeat 1990, 132). 

This is simply not the case. Stowe’s script is a mid-sixteenth-century italic; the CL-scribe’s is a late-

fifteenth-century secretary.  

Thanks to Linne Mooney’s work (2001, 2011, 207-10), the activities of the professional 

scribes who produced the manuscript, all of them London-based, can be documented more precisely. 

One of the main scribes of the Trinity manuscript – scribe A, known as ‘Trinity Anthologies scribe’ – 

also produced booklets for other manuscripts that have survived; in one of these, Trinity College 

Cambridge, MS R.3.21 he added a prayer (in different ink) for Edward IV to Lydgate’s poem ‘A 

Prayer for King, Queen and People’, where the ‘King’ in question was Henry VI. The addition must 

have been made to bring the poem up-to-date with the political situation after the deposition of Henry 

VI in 1461, and before the death of his successor, King Edward IV, who died in 1483. The scribe of 

CL, also known as scribe C, can also be located in time and space, for his hand has been identified in 
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another manuscript, now Oxford, St John’s College, MS 266, containing Lydgate’s Siege of Thebes. 

The peculiarity of this manuscript is that it was formatted and ruled to accompany Caxton’s 1483 

printed edition of Chaucer’s Troilus, The Canterbury Tales (henceforth CT) and John Mirk’s Quattor 

Sermones, with which it was then bound (Bone 1931-2: 286-291). To make this printed book (ESTC 

S1088405) look even more like a manuscript the first printed page was replaced by a full-page 

illumination on vellum, probably executed by the same artist as that of Cambridge, MS Trinity R.3.21 

(Hanna 2002, 329-31). The connections between the producers of Trinity MS R.3.19, R.3.21 and the 

early printed book trade is further apparent from the fact that the exemplar for the excerpt from 

Chaucer’s Monk’s Tale in Trinity R.3.19 was Caxton’s 1478 edition of the Canterbury Tales 

(Fletcher, 1987, xxix).  

 Scribe C, the copyist of CL, was active around the same time as scribe A, and, as Bradford 

Fletcher’s analysis of the watermarks has shown, they used the same paper stock (Fletcher 1987, xxii-

xxiii). Although the manuscript was not actually bound until the late sixteenth century and the 

copying of the individual booklets was parcelled out to different professional scribes, there is every 

indication that the manuscript was conceived of as a unit and ‘was together in generally its present 

form by ca. 1480’ (Fletcher 1987, xxii). The booklets were ruled to the same specifications; the 

different scribes all left gaps for decorated initials (which, unlike those of its sister manuscript, Trinity 

MS R.3.21, were never completed). The booklets were then foliated by the same hand that also 

foliated MS R.3.21. That hand is ‘pretty certainly fifteenth century’ (Greg 1913, 540).   

The Petigrew of Englond (P), the only other item in this manuscript copied by the CL-scribe, 

offers some further evidence about dating. The purpose of P is to make the case that the English 

monarchy has a just entitlement to the crowns of France and Castile. Since the title claims asserted in 

P are those of Edward IV, it must have been copied before 1483, since it ‘would not have been worth 

the copying after his death’ (Fletcher 1987, xxix). Fletcher was unaware that P is substantially the 

same text as The Chronicle from Rollo to Edward IV, edited by Raluca Radulescu (2003) on the basis 

of the only two manuscripts then known to her, BL, MS Harley 116 and Harley 326. Michael Hicks 

(2009) was able to add three other known manuscripts to the list, including Trinity R.3.19, and further 

                                                           
5 ESTC refers to the English Short Title Catalogue, at http://estc.bl.uk/.  

http://estc.bl.uk/
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noticed that versions of this chronicle were different because scribes adapted the text to their 

individual purposes and kept dynastic genealogies up-to-date.  These revisions do not obscure the fact 

the original version was written in 1461 or 1462. Both in P and in the two Harley versions edited by 

Radulescu, the last of the kings who is mentioned in a series of sections rubricated ‘The xiiith kyng’, 

‘The xiiij king’, and ‘The xv. king’ (fol. 249v; cf. Radulescu 2003, 420-21) is Henry VI, and this 

section ends ‘Thise iij heires haue occupied and kepte the seid Crowne of Englond ffrom the Rightfull 

heires this iij score yeres and iij and Blessed be god it is for the moste parte knowen’ (fol. 250r).6 

‘Thise iij heires’ who have kept the crown of England from the ‘Rightfull heires’ are presumably 

Henry IV, V, and VI (the Harley versions read ‘Thies thre Harryes’, p. 421). This seems to have been 

written by a Yorkist sympathiser awaiting Edward IV’s accession, though it should be said that the ‘iij 

score yeres and iij’ (i.e. 63 years) after the usurpation of Henry IV (1399) would take us to 1462, one 

year into the reign of Edward IV. Edward IV is subsequently mentioned in a section on the sons of 

Edward III and their descendants. These include Richard, Duke of York, who ‘begatte kyng Edward 

the iiijth nowe beyng the most Rightfull kyng of Englond’ (250r; Radulescu 2003, 421). 

The text of P, however, contains some interesting evidence of revision. In the base text edited 

by Radulescu (Harley 116), Margaret of York is referred to as ‘Margaret that is vnmaried’ (422); 

Harley 326 instead has ‘Margaret þe duches of Burgoyn’ and thus brings Margaret’s marital status up-

to-date: Margaret had married Charles the Bold to become Duchess of Burgundy in 1468. However, 

Margaret was widowed nine years later, which probably explains why P has yet another reading: 

‘Margaret whiche was maryed vnto Charles Duc of Burgoyne’ (f. 250r). The past tense appears to 

acknowledge Charles’s death in 1477. If this is indeed the implication of ‘was maryed’, P can be 

tentatively dated to between 1477 and 1483 (when Edward IV died). This is consistent with Fletcher’s 

conclusion that the manuscript in its entirety (barring Stow’s later additions) was complete by c. 1480. 

Since the scribe of P also copied CL, and in the 1480s, Lydgate’s Siege in Oxford, St John’s, MS 266, 

CL can hardly have been composed in the sixteenth century: it must predate the date of the manuscript 

copy, which is c. 1480.  

                                                           
6 Quotations are based on my transcriptions of P from Trinity College, MS R.3.19. To my knowledge there is no 
published edition of P.  
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Moreover, the Trinity scribe of CL was evidently copying a poem with a tangled pre-history 

of textual transmission. The clearest signs of this are apparent lacunae in the narrative. It is doubtful, 

for instance, that the lines numbered 1093-1176 in modern editions of CL are actually in the right 

place: the passage is oddly sandwiched between the poet’s encounter with allegorical vices and 

virtues (1023-1092 and 1176-1316) and seems to belong to an earlier part of the poem. William 

Neilson argued that this problem can be solved by inserting lines 1093-1176 after line 266 (Neilson 

1899, 6-7), but if we do this we notice some suspicious repetition:  

 

‘Ye than,’ quod I, ‘whate done thise prestes here, 

Nonnes, and hermytes, freres, and all thoo 

That sit in white, in russet, and in grene?’ 

‘For soth,’ quod she, "thay waylen of theire woo …’   (253-6) 

 

‘O why be som so sory and so sadde, 

Complaynyng thus in blak and white and gray?’ 

‘Freres thay ben, and monkes, in gode fay. 

Alas, for rewth, grete dole it is to sene, 

To se thaim thus bewaile and sory bene…’  (1095-9) 

 

 

This repetition and the breakdown of the rhyme scheme at one of the fault lines (here : grene at 253-

5) show that the textual problem is more intractable than Neilson thought, and suggest that the 

displacement of the passage in the transmission of the poem in turn prompted further scribal revision. 

There is another lacuna after line 1316, when, just after the poet has introduced two allegorical 

‘officers of love’, the text launches straight into a passage of direct speech. No speaker has been 

introduced, and there is no inquit formula to prepare us for this abrupt shift.  

We are therefore clearly dealing with a poem that had undergone several stages of copying 

before it was copied again by a professional London scribe around 1480.  
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II: Vocabulary and Metre 

 

In the light of the manuscript evidence, we need to look again at the arguments that persuaded 

earlier scholars to date the poem to the sixteenth century. One of these arguments has no bearing on 

ME language, and can be dealt with quickly. The CL poet had read widely in the works of Chaucer 

and his followers, and Skeat conjectured that he had access to Thynne’s edition. According to Skeat, 

‘suspicion becomes almost a certainty if it be true that ll. 495-496 are borrowed from Rom. Rose, 

2819-20’ 9 (Skeat, 1897, lxxvi-lxxvii). The lines in question – ‘and all the chere / That thee hath made 

thy lives lady dere’ – do indeed recall the Romaunt of the Rose – ‘or of hir chere / That to thee made 

thi lady dere’ (Benson 1987), and there is plenty of other evidence that the poet knew the Romaunt 

(Neilson 1899, 52-5, 186-7, 205, 228), but it hardly follows that he knew it from Thynne’s edition. He 

could surely have read it in manuscript. Admittedly, only one manuscript of this poem was known to 

Skeat (University of Glasgow, MS Hunter 409 (V.3.7)), and this manuscript itself served as the copy-

text for Thynne’s edition, but given the extent of scribal error and dialect layering in this manuscript 

(Dahlberg 1999) it was always a reasonable assumption that there were others. The recent discovery 

of a new fragment (Horobin 2006) puts this beyond doubt.   

Of greater linguistic interest are Skeat’s editorial notes on items of vocabulary, where the 

supposed lateness of the poem is the dominant theme:  

30. metriciens … a word which has a remarkably late air about it. Richardson gives an 

example of it from Hall’s chronicle. 

 

170. This is the first quotation in the New E. Dictionary s.v. Assumon; and the next is from 

the poet Daniel.  

 

913. Cambridge; this form is not found till after 1400. Chaucer has Cant-e-brigg-e (C.T., A 

3921) in four syllables, which appears as Cambrugge in the late Landsdowne MS., after 1420.  

 

1087. goth on patens … a very early example of the word paten. It occurs in Palsgrave 

(1530). 

 

Skeat 1890 adds further ammunition (134):  
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I note, for example, the earliest dates which the Dictionary gives as other examples of 

a word's appearance: demene, demeanour, 734, and in More (A.D. 1534); dulled, 478, known 

in A.D. 1514; bedreint, 577, known in 1563; flawe = flave, yellow, 782, known in 1657; 

directed, 785 (instead of Chaucer's direct), known in 1598 […]; bass 797, known in 1529; 

aureat, 817, known in 1599  […] acroke, 378, used by Caxton; cocold (for Ch. cok-e-wold), 

410, ab. 1530; celsitude, 611, found in Dunbar; deformity, 1169, used by Caxton, &c. 

 

 

None of these notes stands up to scrutiny. Metricien is not ‘remarkably late’: Hall’s chronicle is 

actually the latest attestation of ‘metrician’ in the now-obsolete sense of ‘poet’ cited in OED; the 

earliest is from an anonymous translation, c. 1425, of Hidgen’s Polychronicon. With regard to the 

verb assummon, OED overlooks the fact that Malory uses it repeatedly in his Morte D’Arthur (see 

MED s.v. assomonen). Spellings of Cambridge with <Cam> (or variants thereof) as the first syllable 

had become widespread much earlier than Skeat claims. Below is a list of forms taken from The 

Historical Gazetteer of English Placenames:7  

Caumbrig(g)e 1348 Works, 1458 Paston  

Caumbrygge, Caumbrege 1348 Works, 1458 Paston  

Cawmbregge 1406 Cl  

Kawmbrege 1449 Paston  

Cambrugge 1378 Cl  

Cambregge 1412 Pat, 1552 Pat  

Cambrig(g)e, Cambryg(g)e, Cambrydge, Cambredge 1412 Pat, 1552 Pat  

Camberage 1473 Paston  

Camebrygge 1478 Paston  

Caunbrigg(e) 1386 Cl, 1396 Pat  

Cawnbrygg 1461 Paston  

 

It is clear from this list that such spellings spread from the second half of the fourteenth century. 

Paten is not ‘very early’: OED (s.v. patten) and MED (s.v. patin) give a string of earlier attestations 

from 1390 onwards. Demene is attested in MED c. 1450 (s.v. demeine n.2) and dulled c. 1425 (s.v. 

dullen v.); bedreint, is not attested in MED but cf. adreinte a1450 (s.v. drenchen v.). Flawe is a hapax 

legomenon (OED s.v. flaw); directed is recorded in OED a1400 (s.v. direct v. 2b); bas ‘kiss’ is first 

attested in MED c.1400; aureate is Lydgate’s coinage (see OED and MED); acroke first occurs a1387 

(MED s.v. acroke and OED s.v. acrook); the spelling cokolde a1440 (MED s.v. cokewold); the word 

celsitude a1460, and deformity in 1413 (OED and MED s.v. deformite). The only word in the poem 

                                                           
7 See http://placenames.org.uk/. The list has been generated by a search (by ‘modern place-name form’) for 
‘Cambridge’. Abbreviations can be expanded on this website tool by hovering over the abbreviation.  

http://placenames.org.uk/
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that really is early is one that Skeat does not pick up on: it is the word ‘stirp’ (‘lineage’, from Latin 

stirps), which appears in the metathesized spelling stripe in line 16: ‘So is she sprong of noble stripe 

and high’. OED dates the first occurrence of the word to 1503; MED does not record it at all. Given 

the date of the manuscript booklet of CL (c. 1480), we have here the earliest attestation of the word in 

the English language 

  The poet’s metre, too, gave Skeat the idea that the poem must be late. The poet writes fluent 

iambic pentameter verse, but inflectional and etymological final e is for the most part silent. Skeat 

(1897, lxxvii) observed only four examples of pronounced final e (‘to dredë vice’, 603, ‘in thilkë 

place’, 642, ‘to servë me’, 909, ‘his lenë body’, 1257), and writes about one of them in his note to 

642: ‘Here, for a wonder, is an example of final e. The author took the whole phrase, “In thilk-ë 

place”, from some previous author. Cf. in thilke places (sic); Rom. Rose, 660 (Thynne)’. Again 

Skeat’s note is misleading. The citation from Thynne suited Skeat’s theory that the poet had read the 

Romaunt in Thynne’s 1532 Chaucer edition, but there are exact matches in other places (e.g., ‘in 

thilkë place’, CT V.160, VII.601), and the idea that this is a literary borrowing is in any case 

unnecessary. The tenacity of disyllabic ‘thilke’ and ‘ilke’ in late-fifteenth-century poetry probably has 

a linguistic explanation (Horobin 2003, 101): these adjectives only ever occurred in weak position and 

so would not have been encountered in forms with and without grammatical final -e, as other 

adjectives were. Moreover, there are several other instances where final e is needed to avoid clashing 

stress, e.g.: ‘where thay hadë woned’ (241); ‘to lyve and dyë same’ (317); ‘that may her hartë pease’ 

(397); ‘Enrolle it thyn hartë privité’ (492);8 ‘a millë milion’ (589); ‘In wofull ourë [=hour] fostered’ 

(975); ‘and then myn hartë brak’ (1327). Certainly, pronounced final e is uncommon, but the 

examples show that the poet used it correctly, where grammar and etymology justify it, and not just in 

set phrases conceivably borrowed from other poets. It is possible that some further cases of final e 

were lost in scribal transmission, for some of the short lines that occur in this poem are easily fixed by 

adding historical final e.9 The scribe’s copy of Lydgate’s Siege certainly shows that he omitted final 

                                                           
8 privité is not the adverb ‘secretly’ (Forni) but the noun ‘secret hiding place’, with preceding uninflected 
genitive (‘of your heart’).   
9 For instance, ‘Whose harte is yet yoven to no wight’ (742), can plausibly be emended to ‘Whose hartë yet is 
...’.  
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es where metre requires them and where Lydgate continued to write and pronounce them (Horobin 

2003, 129-30),10 just as he wrote them in places where they do not grammatically belong.11 

 In infinitives, plurals and in past participles of strong verbs, the metrical need for an 

unstressed syllable is usually met by inflectional –en. The extent to which –n is retained in these 

contexts is striking (see Skeat 1890, 130), especially when compared with the scribe’s usage in P, 

where inflectional –n never occurs except in two past participles (begotten and knowen). In CL 784, 

‘From every browe, to shewe a distaunce’, the scribe probably omitted –n in line with his own usage 

(Skeat judiciously emends to ‘schewen’). According to Skeat, –n retention is an ‘anachronism’ 

showing the inauthenticity of the poet’s language (Skeat 1887, n. to 628), but the use of of -n in verbal 

inflections was subject to local variation.  It is known to be feature of late ME texts in East Anglian 

dialects (Seymour 1968, 167; Parkes and Beadle 1979-80, III, 55) and is unlikely to have struck 

audiences in these parts as ‘anachronistic’.  

A remarkable peculiarity of the poem is that the –n inflection also appears where it is not 

grammatically justified: 

 

1. That thowe be trewe from hensforth to thy myght 

And serven love in thyne entencion. (289-90) 

2. Whether that she me helden lefe or loth (347) 

3. Sojorne to tyme thow sene thy lady eft (499) 

4. In secret wise thay kepten ben full close (526) 

5. That goddess chaste I kepen in no wise (684) (I kepen] MS in kepen) 

6. For yf, by me, this mater spryngen oute (725) 

7. For yf the basse ben full, there is delite (797) 

8. Subjecte to ben, and serven you mekely (850) 

9. And yf that I offend, or wilfully, 

Be pompe of harte, your precepte disobey 

Or done agayn youre wille unskilfully, 

Or greven you, for ernest or for play … (925-8) (greven] MS growen) 

10. Many a stripe and a many a grievous lasshe 

She gaven to thaym that wolden lovers be (1207-8) 

 

 

The conclusion Skeat drew from this is that inflectional -en had died out in the poet’s language and 

that he was writing it randomly, wherever he needed an offbeat. This conclusion is far from 

inevitable. Firstly, nunnation, the addition of ungrammatical -n, is well attested in ME poems (e.g. 

                                                           
10 E.g. (with metrical emendations in square brackets): ‘Whan bright[e] Phebus passed was the Ram’ (fol. 263r), 
‘He seid[e] playnly / wening for the best’ (285r).  
11 As in ‘Satorn olde’ and ‘Complet and tolde’ (fol. 263r).  
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Genesis and Exodus and Layamon’s Brut) from an earlier period when inflectional -en was alive and 

well (Arngart 1868, 18, Minkova 2003, 173-4). Secondly, we cannot tell from these examples whether 

we are dealing with an authorial practice or with scribal error. At 850 and 1208 the final -en is 

hypermetrical and looks to be scribal; at 374 ‘held’ for helden would restore grammar and metre (a 

headless line, common enough in this poem); 684 and 928 already contain corruption, so it is 

reasonable to suspect scribal tampering (did the poet write ‘ne kepe I in no wise’ and ‘grevë you’?); at 

526 the poet may have used the disyllabic form ‘keped’; at 797 we may be dealing with an uninflected 

plural (common in Romance words ending in –s), particularly as the source for the line, Maximian’s 

first elegy, also has the plural (basia plena).12 The remaining lines are easy to emend (‘this mater 

spryng[eth]’, ‘and servë love’). I am not convinced that we have evidence here of a poet who was 

making up ME grammar as he went along. An alternative hypothesis is that the retention of 

historically justified –n was common in the poet’s language but not in the scribe’s, and that the latter 

was confused about where it should and should not be written.  

The situation is really more complex than Skeat allowed, and he and his followers overstated 

the artificiality of the poem’s prosody. According to C.S. Lewis, the poem ‘scans perfectly provided 

you make every final -e mute and also sound the -e in every plural and genitive in -es’ (Lewis 1936, p. 

256), but just as it is untrue that every final e is mute, so it is untrue that e in inflectional endings (-es, 

-eth, -est and -ed) is always sounded. For instance, woneth (143), billes (577), Throwest [=Trowest] 

(1039), nonnes (1102), loved (1197) are all monosyllabic. As far as metre is concerned, CL is not very 

different from, for example, Richard Roos’s mid-fifteenth-century La Belle Same Sans Mercy (also in 

Skeat 1897), a poem where metrical regularity also rarely depends either on the pronunciation of final 

-e or on apocope in final inflections. 

 

 

III: The Linguistic Evidence of Rhymes and Rhyme Words 

 

In Mischsprache defective rhymes can reveal linguistic differences between the poet and the 

scribe, if (and this is an important caveat: see Cartlidge 1998) it can be assumed the poet was exact in 

                                                           
12 The Latin source is cited by Forni in her n. to 798.  
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his rhymes. In the case of CL this is a reasonable assumption. That the poet was particular about his 

rhymes is shown by his intolerance for the kinds of imperfect rhyme found in other ME verse, such as 

‘feature rhyme’ and ‘subsequence rhyme’ (Jefferson, Putter, Minkova 2014).13 The only apparent 

example of feature rhyme (involving consonants that are similar but not identical) occurs in the 

following lines: 

 The secund statute: Secretely to kepe 

 Councell of love, nat blowing everywhere 

 All that I knowe, and let it synk and flete. 

 It may not sowne in every wightes ere. (309-12) 

 

 

Skeat’s note to 311 reads: ‘this must of course be emended to “synk or flete”, as in Anelida, 182; 

C.T., A 2397’, but the idiomatic expression Skeat refers to (not caring whether someone ‘sinks or 

swims’) makes no sense here and is probably precisely what led the scribe astray. The poet’s point is 

that the secrets of love should be securely committed to one’s mind and not divulged. Sense and 

rhyme are restored by emending synk and flete to ‘synken depe’, with ‘sink’ in the sense of ‘commit 

to one’s mind’ (MED sinken s.v. 3(c)). Pertinent examples can be found in John Gower’s Confessio 

Amantis II, 2068-70: ‘His tales with myn Ere I herde, / Bot to myn herte cam it noght / Ne sank no 

deppere in my thoght’ (Macaulay 1900-1901) and in CL itself: ‘And in thyne hartes bottom let it 

synke...’ (395). Of subsequence rhyme (where one of the rhyme fellows has a subsequent phoneme or 

syllable not present in the other), I also find a lone example, and this one, too, is more apparent than 

real: the rhyme array and always (478-80) has been created by the editor; the manuscript clearly reads 

alway.  

                                                           
13 The feature rhyme reported by Dibelius (rt; rd at line 148) is based on misreading of the rhyme scheme 
(Dibelius 1901, 167). Most of the so-called imperfect rhymes cited by Skeat (1897, lxxviii) have their origin in 
scribal translation, and are discussed in section 2; I do not discuss there the rhyme playnt : talent : consent 
(716-719), which is perfectly acceptable as it stands. The spelling playnt conceals the monophthong 
pronunciation [plɛnt]. The pronunciation [ɛ] for OF /ei/ is indicated by spelling in various Chaucer manuscripts, 
such as Ha3 (from Leicestershire: Shonk 1988), ‘And right as Alen in the plente of kynde’, Parliament of Fowls, 
316 (Furnivall 1871) and Gg (from East Anglia), ‘How with hise blod hir selve gan she pente’, rhyming with 
compleynt’, in Legend of Good Women, 875 (Parkes and Beadle 1979-80, with discussion of MS provenance in 
‘Commentary’, III, 1-67). Here and elsewhere, Chaucer manuscripts are referred to by their standard sigla (see 
Benson 1987, 1119-20).  
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 Given the complicated rhyme scheme, that of the rhyme royal stanza (ababbcc), another sign 

of the poet’s high standards is that auto-rhymes are strictly avoided. Again there is one apparent 

exception:  

And frayned hym question full hard: 

‘Whate is,’ quod I, ‘the thyng thou lovest beste? 

Or whate is bote unto thi paynes hard?’ (1275-7) 

 

However, given the poet’s general avoidance of auto-rhymes, it seems likely that the first hard is not 

the adjective, as Forni appears to construe it, but the adverb (‘insistently, earnestly’). In other words, 

we are not dealing with auto-rhyme but with rime riche, here involving the same words in different 

parts of speech. Medieval readers admired this type of rhyme as displaying skilful artistry (Yeager 

1990, 34-6): it is not sloppy rhyming.  

The scribe, on the other hand, was clearly not a poet, and his work (or his predecessor’s) 

results in a number of short verses and deficient rhymes. Some of these simply involve carelessness. 

For instance, instead of the rare ‘adversaire’ (rhyming with dispaire), for which MED has only five 

entries, the scribe wrote the more common word ‘adversary’ (1035), and instead of the verb ‘sojoure’ 

(rhyming with dishonoure), he wrote sojorne (1254). Skeat did not approve of ‘sojoure’ as a verb, 

calling it a ‘bad mistake’ (n. to 1254), but, although much less common than ‘sojourn’, it is securely 

attested, especially in East Anglia from where I argue the poet originated.14 Potentially difficult proper 

names are miswritten: thus Metamorphoseos (cf. Chaucer Metamorphosios, CT II.93, and n. in 

Benson 1987) erroneously appears as Metamorphosees, wrecking the rhyme with gloose (1259-60). 

Skeat tidied up most of these scribal errors, and his emendations are convincing, with some 

exceptions. Lines 820-21 appear in his edition (with Skeat’s additions in square brackets) as ‘For yf 

that Jove had [but] this lady seyn / Tho Calixto ne [yet] Alcmenia’, but they are more plausibly 

                                                           
14 See MED s.v. sojouren (v.). With the exception of occurrences in Charles D’Orléans and a Wycclifite tract in 
Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, MS 296 (localised by eLALME to Buckinghamshire), the attestations are East 
Anglian and North East Midland, from Lydgate (Suffolk), Margery Kempe, Capgrave and Promptorium 
Parvulorum (all Norfolk), and Mannyng (Lincolnshire). All attestations are fifteenth-century: the earliest MED 
entry ‘soioiuringe’ from Arthour and Merlin in the Auchinleck MS is more likely to be an error for soiourninge.  
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emended by assuming that the poet, unlike the scribe, picked the correct metrical variant of the Latin 

names: ‘For yf that Jov[es] had this ladys seyn / Tho Cali[stopee] ne Alc[ume]na’.15  

 As one would expect in a Mischsprache, some faulty rhymes are symptoms of scribal 

translation, with the scribe substituting familiar forms and spellings for ones outside his normal usage. 

To give us a fix on what ‘normal’ usage was in London c. 1480 and on the likely provenance of the 

poet, we need comparative data and I should say briefly what data I have used. Needless to say 

eLALME is foundational, but for various reasons I have fallen back on other and older sources. The 

main issues are that eLALME is based on earlier manuscript sources, c. 1325-1450, and that, even in 

the case of the original poem, which may just about antedate 1450, linguistic forms have to be 

reconstructed on the basis of rhyme and suspected relicts: such reconstructed forms are blunt 

instruments compared with the fine-grained data of actual LPs. However, in the case of the scribe, we 

have at our disposal other texts he copied. There is also, in addition to MED and OED data, a wealth 

of earlier scholarship about London English as it appears in documents, letters, and literary texts from 

across the fifteenth century. Some of this scholarship – notably Dibelius 1901 (dealing more fully 

with the fifteenth-century than Jordan 1974) and Kihlbom 1926 – also contains useful comparative 

data about provincial usage.16 Other studies of fifteenth-century English I have found valuable are 

studies of how Chaucerian English was transmitted in later manuscripts from different geographical 

areas (Wild 1919, Horobin 2003).  

  With the help of these resources, let us examine some instances of rhymes in CL that are 

symptomatic of scribal translation: 

1. harte (‘heart’) : smert (n.) : oute sterte (856-9) 

2. harde (‘heard’) : harde (‘hard’) : ferde (149-152) 

3. pray (1pl.) : dye (‘die’ inf.) (582-4) : pray (1sg.) : dye (inf.) (1373-5) 

4. sawe (1sg. pret.) : felowe (1030-2) 

                                                           
15 The poet had read Chaucer carefully and is sure to have noticed Chaucer deploy the variants ‘Jove’ (CT 
I.2222) and ‘Joves’ (Troilus I.878), ‘Calyxte’ (PF 286) and ‘Calistopee’ (CT I.2056). The story of how Jove slept 
with Alcmene (Alcumena in Latin) is told in Plautus’ Amphytrion. Perhaps the poet derived it indirectly from 
Geoffrey de Vinsauf’s Poetria Nova (as suggested by Forni, n. to 821-4), but the wording of this passage 
suggests another intermediary: John Lydgate. Cf. CL 820-824 with The Temple of Glas, 115-123 (Schick 1891). 
Both poets mention Jove, Diana, Alcmene (‘Almen’ or ‘Alcumena’ in the Lydgate texts) and ‘Europa’ (spelt 
‘Eurosa’ by the Trinity scribe!), who receives the epithet ‘the faire’ from both poets.   
16 It should be noted that neither Dibelius nor Kihlbom contain materials about North Midland and Northern 
usage. .   
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5. dede (adj.) : womanhode (713-4) 

6. well (adv) : dele (n.) (811-12) 

7. yet  : fitte (n.) (982-4). 

8. cheryssh (inf.) : devise (inf.) (893-4) 

9. hold : cockold : shuld (408-11)  

10. clere : stirre : there (1066-9) 

11. discrive : high (97-8) 

12. dere (adj.) : require (852-3) 

13. dede (n.) : rede (1sg) : forbidde (inf.) (430-2) 

 

In (1) the scribe has modernised ‘herte’ to harte. The characteristically late ME development 

[ɛr] > [ar] (Jordan 1974, 234) is writ large over the Trinity scribe’s language elsewhere: cf. harde 

(‘heard’) in P (fol. 249v.) and harte (‘heart’) in his copy of Lydgate’s Siege (Oxford, St John’s MS 

266, fol. 285r), where it similarly intrudes at the expense of rhyme: adverte : harte, Siege 251-252, 

fol. 466r; sterte : harte, Siege 2519-20, fol. 495v.; swerde : harde, Siege 2535-6, fol. 495v.).17 There is 

reason to think that this development was less advanced in the poet’s language, and that scribal 

intrusion in CL has here spoilt the poet’s rhyme with smert and sterte. While ‘heart’ appears 

numerous times as hart(e), there are three instances of hert, all the start of the poem (1, 205, 398). The 

pattern is consistent with ‘progressive translation’ (eLALME, Introduction, 3.3.3): scribes are usually 

more faithful to the original at the start, resorting progressively to forms from their own repertoire as 

they warm to the task. The development [ɛr] > [ar] in the scribe’s language would also account for the 

faulty rhymes in example (2), which can be fixed by emending both harde (‘heard’) and harde 

(‘hard’) to ‘herde’.18 The form herd(e) (‘hard’) is predominantly West and East Midland, with 

attestations from Norfolk and Leicestershire in MED s.v. hard (adj.) and harde (adv.)).  

Example (3) shows the scribe’s preferred vowel in ‘die’ – cf. pret. dyed/died in P 247r and 

247v and dye in St John’s MS 266 (507v) – but the rhymes indicate that the poet here had the 

diphthong [aɪ] or [ɛɪ].  Since other rhymes in CL point to [i:] (dye : piteously, 704-5; remedy : dye :  

company, 1052-5), the poet, like Chaucer and Lydgate before him (Dibelius 1901, 344), must have 

had both monophtongal and dipththongal forms at his disposal. The spellings of the earliest English 

official documents from London also indicate both forms, but dye steadily displaces its rival deye 

                                                           
17 Line references are to the edition of Lydgate’s Siege by Edwards 2001. 
18 The alternative would be to assume farde for ‘ferde’: MED s.v. faren has two attestations for the form (both 
North East Midlands), but assumes the vowel is long (fārde).  
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until in the period 1430-1500, it is the only form left (Lekebush 1906, 129; Fisher, Richardson and 

Fisher, 1984, glossary s.v. died). According to Asta Kihlbom, ‘the diphthongic form must have been 

distinctly old-fashioned by now’, though, as she also shows, both forms, deye alongside dye, however 

old-fashioned in London, continued to be current in the provinces: the Norfolk letters of John Paston 

III (1444-1504) show both forms (Kihlbom 1926, 39; Davis, Beadle and Richmond, 2004-5, III, 535, 

616).  

In (4) the rhyme suggests that the poet’s form was ‘felawe’ (< ON felagi), with the scribe 

imposing the modern form. While noting the persistence of felawe in official London documents, 

Kihlbom shows that felowe is the form in the fifteenth-century letter collections she examined. Only 

the Pastons still write fellaw(e). In their general preference for felowe ‘the private letters are 

apparently more modern than the official language’ (Kihlbom 1926, 136).  

Example (5) suggests that the poet wrote ‘womanhede’, not womanhode. The suffix –hede is 

also invariably indicated by other rhymes in the poem (3, 805, 930), but the scribe was apparently 

more comfortable with –hod. The imposition of –hod on original –hed can be paralleled in Chaucer 

manuscripts. Judging by his rhymes, Chaucer’s normal form was –hede (-hod occurs only once in 

rhyme); but his fifteenth-century scribes steadily introduced –hod. As Wild argues, in Chaucer 

manuscripts -hod is ‘probably the more progressive form, which only gained such wide currency 

because of later scribes’ (Wild 1915: 71-2; my translation). On the gradual attrition of –hed, see also 

OED (s.v. –head, suffix), which notes that this form of the suffix ceased to be productive in southern 

dialects by c. 1650).    

Example (6) shows that for the adverb ‘well’ the poet had, alongside wel(l) (indicated by 

rhyme at 895 and 1350), the form ‘wele’ – apparently from the OE by-form wēl (Kihlbom 1926, 55). 

This form also occurs in rhyme at, e.g., 772 (wele : knele) and 1073 (wele : fele). Judging by spellings, 

forms with [e:] were especially common in East Anglia;19 there are occurrences also in London (LP 

item 281-20; Fisher, Richardson and Fisher 1984, glossary s.v. well), but wel(l) is standard in the 

London letter writers, while weel/wele, or the co-existence of spellings suggesting [e:] and [ɛ], is East 

                                                           
19 See eLALME dot map 281 and Samuels 1988b, 95, n. 14. The pronunciation with [e:] is borne out by the 
rhyme of wele (well adv.) with wheel (wheel) in Capgrave, Life of St Katherine, I, 867-8. See also Dobson 1957, 
640. 
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Anglian (Kihlbom 1926, 41-55). The possibility that the scribe spoiled the rhyme by writing well for 

‘wele’ is strengthened by his copy of Lydgate’s Siege, where East Anglian [e:] forms are indicated by 

rhymes at lines 1133-4 and 1449-50, which again appear as defective rhymes in the scribe’s copy: 

well : whele (fol. 477v) and well : stele ‘steal’ (fol. 490v).  

In (7), the only instance of ‘yet’ in rhyme position, the poet obviously wrote yit (or Ʒit), 

showing the change of [ɛ] to [ɪ] before dentals and covered n associated with the North and East and 

spreading from there to London (Luick 1921, 375-6). The scribe has modernised the word to the form 

that came naturally to him. The situation here again parallels that of Chaucer. Chaucer’s form was Ʒit 

(yet/Ʒet does not occur in rhyme), but later London manuscripts introduce yet, even in places where it 

spoils the rhyme (Wild 1915, 82, Horobin 2003, 154, 161, who also notes the re-introduction of yit by 

the Northern scribe of Ld2). The London records have both e and i (Samuels 1988a, 27), with the 

former dominating (Morsbach 1888, 59, Wild 1915, 7; Lekebush 1906, 27). Among the fifteenth-

century correspondents examined by Kihlbom, the Londoners typically use e, while i is more common 

in the letters of John Paston II (Kihlbom 1926, 41-52). Lydgate’s Siege invariably has yit (e.g. 192, 

293, 1335, etc.),20 but in the CL-scribe’s copy the form is yet (fols. 465v, 467r 479v, etc.).  

In (8) the scribe has updated the poet’s ‘cherise’ (< OF cherisser) to cheryssh. As noted by 

OED (s.v. –ish, suffix2), at their first adoption French verbs in –isse retained their original suffix, 

‘which before 1400 changed to –isshe’. On the evidence of London documents of 1430-1480, the new 

suffix had become prevalent in the capital (Lekebush 1906, 93-4). Outside London, Dibelius (1901, 

455) reports the older suffix in Bokenham (acomplysyd) and the Pastons (cherysyd).21 Chaucer, as far 

as we can tell from rhymes, only had -s in cherice, punyce, accomplyce, etc., but the fifteenth-century  

manuscripts similarly bear witness to the encroachment of modern [ʃ] (Wild 1915, 248).  

In (9) the scribe’s substitution of shold (or schold) by shuld again shows the imposition of the 

standard on a non-standard form. In early fifteenth-century London documents both shold(e) and 

shuld(e) are common; the later ones, however, have shuld(e) with only two exceptions (Lekebusch 

                                                           
20 The two instances of yet (Siege 1222, 3086) are the product of editorial emendations by Edwards.   
21 Note also cherse, alongside spellings with the newer suffix (Davis, Beadle and Richmond 2004-5, III, 

glossary s.v. cherysche). 
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1906, 126; Samuels 1988a, 27). Shuld is also the form the scribe uses elsewhere (e.g., Oxford, St. 

John’s College, 266r, 285r, etc.).  

In (10), stirre (< OE styrian, stirian) has evidently ousted the poet’s original stere, and in (11) 

discryve has replaced ‘discrye’. According to OED (s.v. stir v.), stere is ‘chiefly northern’. The 

distribution of discrye (‘describe’) and discryve shows the same geographical pattern, as MED 

attestations show (s.v. descriven v.1 and descrien).  

Finally (12) and (13) both suggest the introduction of more modern forms. In (12) the rhyme 

implies original requere, but the scribe opted for the Latinate form that was becoming standard in 

London English: It is the only form encountered in the official documents from 1430-1480 (Lekebush 

1906, 29-30).22 As in many Chaucer manuscripts, where later scribes likewise foist require on 

Chaucer’s original requere (Wild 1915, 208), the modernisation of the form has spoiled the rhyme. In 

(13) the rhyme points to the older form forbede (< OE forbéodan). The scribal alteration is to the 

modern form (based on ME bidden), first attested c. 1425 (MED s.v. forbeden). 

These examples give the impression of a scribe whose language was more modern and/or less 

strongly regional than the poet’s. This impression can be confirmed by two more persistent patterns 

that emerge from defective rhymes. One of these is that the poet, more frequently than the scribe, 

rounded [a] to [o] before nasals; the other is that there is evidence for the lowering of the front vowels 

[i:] and [ɪ] to [e:] and [ɛ] in the poet’s dialect.  

Let us begin with rounding of [a] to [o] before nasals. This feature has traditionally been 

ascribed to the West Midlands, but eLALME data show that it was also characteristic of East Anglian 

dialects. Dot map 423-80 below shows the spread of <o> spellings in MAN, BEGAN, CAN:  

                                                           
22  
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In CL, rounding of [a] to [o] is found in closed syllables before n, ng and nd. However, it must have 

been more common in the poet’s language than in that of the scribe, who preferred [a] in these 

contexts. Below are the relevant rhymes: 

1. mencion :  offencion : beganne (1sg. pret.) (919-22); opynyon : begonne (p.p.) (1063-4)   

2. sang (3rd person sg. pret.) : sprong (3sg. pret.) (1380-2) 

3. stand (3pl.) : found (1sg.) : hond (800-3) 

4. Holand : lond : withstond (inf.) (1227-30) 
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Knowing which of these rhyme words was authorial and which one scribal is not straightforward in 

all cases. Moreover, variation between o and a in some of these words (‘hand’, ‘stand’, ‘land’) was 

common throughout the South, and some of the rhymes are emendable either way.  

In (1) the rhyme unambiguously indicates begonne: the form is to be expected in West-

Midland dialects but is otherwise unusual: Dibelius (1901, 178) reports it in Norfolk records and the 

eLALME dot map above shows clusterings in East Anglia; I have otherwise found it (in rhyme) in 

Bevis of Hamtoun (‘In bataile wo begon / And al to-heve, flesch and bon’, 4043-4) in the Auchinleck 

manuscript (London) and in Lybeaus Desconus in Lambeth Palace, MS 306 (North-East Midlands?: 

see Mills 1969, 28-41): ‘The fourthe begon to flee’ (1180).23  

In (2) Skeat restored the rhyme by emending sprong to ‘sprang’, but scribal error is more 

likely to be responsible for sang. The fifteenth-century Chaucer manuscripts that give us an insight 

into London English of the period show the steady imposition of sang on Chaucer’s own form song 

(Wild 1915, 98-9), and the CL-scribe made the same change in Lydgate’s Siege, lines 2259-260, 

wrecking Lydgate’s original rhyme, among : song (3sg. pret.), with among : sang (fol. 492v).  

In (3) the scribe garbled the original rhymes by writing stand for ‘stond’ and found for ‘fond’, 

while in (4) he imposed Holand (cf. Holand in P, fol. 248v) on the original Holond.  Skeat’s 

emendation of the rhymes in (4) to Holand : land : withstand takes further license with the poet’s 

original. Spellings with <a> in ‘stand’ and ‘land’ gained the ascendancy in fifteenth-century London 

letters and documents (Kihlbom 1926, 123; Lekebush 1906, 52), and the scribe participated in this 

trend by introducing such forms in his copy of Lydgate’s Siege of Thebes, irrespective of rhyme. Thus 

understond : hond (lines 1909-10) becomes understand : hond and bond : londe (2005-6) becomes 

bond  : land (fol. 487v) . The long vowel suggested by spellings such as bound and found is regular in 

the London letter writers, and the scribe similarly writes found for fond in his copy of Lydgate’s Siege 

(line 2198, fol. 491r). Spellings with <o> persist, however, in the Paston and Stonor letters 

(Oxfordshire), and ‘probably indicate a provincial pronunciation’ (Kihlbom 1926, 185). The same 

                                                           
23 Citations are from the TEAMS digital corpus (http://d.lib.rochester.edu/teams), which I searched for 
‘begon’/’bigon’ (I report only 1/3 sg, not plural and p.p., where the historical vowel was [u], which often 
appears as <o> before minims only for orthographic reasons).   

http://d.lib.rochester.edu/teams
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rhyme – lond : fond : stond – can be found in Capgrave (Life of St Katherine, prologue 121-124, and 

see Dibelius 1901, 179, 359).  

It is possible that the scribe obscured another original rhyme showing pre-nasal [a] > [o] at 

line 379:   

 

The eleventh statute: Thy signes forto knowe, 

With ie, and fynger, and with smyles soft, 

And lowe to kowigh, and alway24 forto shon, 

For dred of spies, forto wynken ofte … (379-82) 

 

 

As Skeat observed, behind knowe probably lies ‘con’ (in the sense of ‘know’). Con is not common in 

London and the South East Midlands, but Dibelius (1901, 178) lists examples in the Paston letters, 

Lydgate.   

With regard to the lowering of [i:] and [ɪ], the following rhymes deserve consideration: 

 

1. eke : like (561-3) 

2. here (adv.) : desire (1301-2) 

3. strength :  thynketh (1061-2) 

4. frande (‘friend’) : mynde (1056-7) 

 

The rhyme in (1) was taken by Skeat as evidence for the raising of ME [e:] to [i:] (Skeat 

1987, n. to 561-3), but the integrity of the rhyme scheme (ababbcc) depends on the two remaining 

distinct.25 For instance, the a- and b-verses of the stanzas beginning at 211 and 1345 rhyme alternately 

on [e:] and [i:]. It is therefore more likely that like (< OE līcian) should read ‘leke’. Other rhymes in 

CL support this hypothesis. In (2) the rhyme rhyming of here and desire again points to the lowering 

of [i:] to [e:] in the poet’s dialect (read ‘desere’).26 The verb ‘shine’ (< OE scīnan) appears as shene 

                                                           
24 Forni again reads ‘always’.  
25 The rhyme eke : syke (‘sick’) (946-8) does not support Skeat: for syke read ‘seke’. The variant form with [i:] 
imposed by the scribe became the standard one in London, as official documents and Chaucer manuscripts 
show (Morsbach 1888, 59, Wild 1915, 139).  
26 Kihlbom (1926, 37) notes the development in Devon, East Anglia, and Northern dialects, and writes: ‘These 
forms are not altogether easy to explain. It appears, as if in most dialects ī was occasionally levelled under ME 
ē, probably in late ME (the earliest spellings with e, ee appear all to be from the fifteenth century, cf. NED like 

a.: 5 lek(e), like vb.: 5 leke, 6-7 leeke; also in French words, desire sb.: 5 desere; guide v.: 5 gede)’.  
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(CL 81), rhyming with grene and bene (3pl. of ‘to be’).27. The distribution of these forms is clearly 

dialectal, as eLALME’s dot map for item 69 (‘e’ for ME ī in LIKE, RICH, SHINE) shows:  

 

 

 

The dot-map explains why rhymes based on this feature are encountered in fifteenth-century poets 

from Suffolk and Norfolk. The rhyme eke : leke is a popular one in Capgrave’s Life of Saint 

Katherine: ‘And we wyll thank and rewarde yow eke / With swech plenté that it schall yow leke!’ 

(III.503-4; see also III.603-5 and IV.1748-9). Capgrave also rhymes on ‘desere’: ‘Al here lokyng and 

here goostly desere / Is sette his lernyng and doctryne to here’ (Life of St. Norbert, 1245-6). The 

citation is from Capgrave’s autograph manuscript, San Marino, Huntington Library HM 55 (Smetana 

1977). In Capgrave’s Life of St Katherine, not an autograph, the same rhyme must be assumed, though 

the scribe has obscured it: ‘But be commaundment of hir Lord and hir desire / Swech is hir might and 

                                                           
27 MED and OED, unlike eLALME, attribute instances of shene to a different verb (MED s.v. shenen; OED, s.v. 
sheen (v.)), from the adjective ‘shene’. If it is a different verb, it is (outside of Scotland) of very restricted 
currency (WM and East Anglia). In the East Midlands, ‘shene’ occurs in Hilton’s Scale of Perfection (London, 
British Library, MS Harley 6579, Ely or S Lincs) and Skelton’s Garland of Laurell, 1358. 
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alsso hir powere’ (III, 510-11). Also of interest is the rhyme deseres : reveres in Lydgate’s Siege of 

Thebes, 1617-1618,28 which in the CL-scribe copy appears as desirs : revers (fol. 484r).  

The lowering of i to e is also evident in French-derived words with short i. It is notable, for instance, 

that CL alternates between spellings of ‘distress’ (distresse at 861, but destresse at 706), pity (pite(e) 

at 369, 701, etc., but petiously at 1136), and ‘privy’ (prively at 1325, but previty at 1304). Given that 

scribes tended to copy not just the rhyming element but the whole rhyme word more faithfully, it is 

probably significant that the <e> spellings in the above-listed words all occur in words that are in 

rhyme position. 

 In (3) the original rhyme was probably strength : thenkth, as Skeat surmised (1887, lxxix). 

The rhyme not only provides further evidence of apocope of e in inflections, but also suggests that the 

poet used thenk alongside think (the latter confirmed by rhyme at 393-5). The ME variants think and 

thenk ultimately go back to two different etymons with different senses (OE þencan ‘to think’ and 

impersonal þyncan ‘to seem’), but by the fifteenth century they had fallen together, and the choice 

between the two becomes revealing of dialect and scribal practice. In the fifteenth-century private 

letters examined by Kihlbom, <i/y> spellings dominate except in the letters of Edmund de la Pole 

(Suffolk) who writes ‘thenk’ (Kihlbom 1926, 23). In transmitting Chaucer, who used both forms, the 

early printed editions (Caxton, Thynne) regularize to <i/y> spellings while manuscripts of Northern 

provenance (Pt, Ln) opt for <e> (Wild 1915, 51).  

In (4) the spelling frand for ‘friend’ is unattested in MED, and the rhyme shows it is not what 

the poet wrote. Conceivably, the poet wrote the unusual ‘frynd’,29 but more likely is ‘frend’ : ‘mend’ 

(< OE gemýnd),  for there are traces of e < OE y elsewhere in the poem. Thus ‘fire’, which is always 

fire mid-line (457, 645, etc.) appears as fere (623) in rhyme with i-fere, and while ‘did’ normally 

appears as did(e)/dyde it appears as ded on the two occasions where it immediately precedes the 

                                                           
28 Edwards 2001 follows his base manuscript (Arundel 119, from Essex), where the rhyme has also been 
spoiled (desyres : ryveris).  
29 The form is sporadically found in the West Midlands and in East Anglia (see Davis 1955, 24 for examples in 
William Paston II and eLALME, dot map for item 146 (FRIEND: ‘frind’ and ‘frynd’ forms). 
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rhyme word (ded rave, 1187, ded wowe, 1202).30 Forms of this kind with e for OE y are usually 

associated with the South-East in handbooks of ME (Brunner 1970, 14) and they continue to occur 

sporadically in London English of the fifteenth century. However, they are common in the dialects of 

the South-West (Wakelin 1988, 613-4) and East Anglia. A combined mapping of ‘fere’, ‘fere’, ’feer’, 

feere’ (item 137: FIRE), ‘ded’, ‘ded-‘, ‘dede’ (item 115-50: DID sg), ‘mend’, ‘mend-‘ and ‘mende’ 

(item 179: KIND, MIND, DINT, STINT / KIND etc) in eLALME shows the following distribution of 

these features: 

 

 

In interpreting maps produced by the ‘fitting’ tool in eLALME it should be borne in mind not only that 

darker shades indicate likelier areas of localization, and but also that dots go dark even if there is a 

positive match for only one of the selected items.  

 The eLALME map broadly confirms what has long been known about East Anglian dialect 

characteristics. Beadle (1977, I, 64-5) discusses the ‘appearance of OE y as e’ in his study of late 

medieval English texts from East Anglia and notes the frequent use of mende (‘mind’) and kende 

(‘kind’) in late medieval literary and non-literary sources from the area. Lydgate and Capgrave both 

                                                           
30 The poet’s remarkably frequent use of auxiliary ‘did’ is itself worth noting. Skeat presents it as another 
archaizing mannerism (Skeat 1890, 128-9), but Norman Davis (1972) observes the same peculiarity in the 
letters of Margaret Paston (where incidentally ded is also a common spelling).  
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exploit this dialectal feature in their rhyming practice (Dibelius 1901, 375), and in his English School-

Master (1596), written from Bury St. Edmunds in Suffolk, Edmund Coote still records [ɛ] for [ɪ] in 

words with OE y as part of the ‘barbarous speech of your country people’ (Dobson 1957, 566-7, and 

see also Lodge 2001, 210 for a possible reflex of this same feature in modern Norfolk speech). The 

form ded(e) for ‘did’ was noted by Kihlbom (1926, 23) as occurring in letter collections  only in the 

Paston letters and Edmund de la Pole (alongside dyd/did); it was flagged up as an East Anglian dialect 

characteristic by Seymour 1968, 166. It also occurs Lydgate’s Siege of Thebes, but predictably the 

CL-scribe in his copy overrides it with his own form dide (e.g., line 55, fol. 463v).  

 Two final dialect features should be mentioned in the context of rhyme constraints. The first 

involves everywhare, rhyming with stare at line 423. In late ME, the form is characteristically 

Northern; eLALME shows further pockets of a forms in the West Midlands, Norfolk and London (dot 

map for item 53, WHERE: all forms with unabbr[eviated] medial a). Morsbach (1888, 46) interprets 

their rare appearance in official documents from London (cf. Lekebusch 1906, 35-6; Fisher, 

Richardson and Fischer 198, 399) as Northern imports. Such forms do not occur in the letters 

collections from London, but are met with in the Paston letters (e.g. nowhar, wharfor) and ‘must have 

had a dialectal flavour’ (Kihlbom 1926, 76). Beadle comments on their appearance in localised texts 

and documents from Norfolk (Beadle 1977, 71). The second feature is the poet’s frequent rhyming of 

<-ight> and <–ite>, e.g.: write : aright (13-14), white : plight (1100-2). These are precise rhymes, 

predicated on the loss of the fricative with compensatory vowel lengthening in late ME. The 

pronunciation [i:t] for [içt] is predominantly Eastern (Dobson 1957, 667), and is evident from 

spellings such as mite and myte for ‘might’, which are found predominantly in East Anglia, as 

suggested by eLALME, dot map 54, MIGHT vb: forms in V[owel]t(t)(e): 
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The dot map explains why neither Chaucer nor the later London poets Hoccleve and Lovelich 

practised these rhymes, and why they are frequent in Lydgate, Capgrave and Bokenham (Dibelius 

1901, 465-6). Their occurrence in Gower, possibly the earliest poet to use them, is perhaps best 

explained as one of the features of the Suffolk stratum in Gower’s language (cf. Samuels and Smith 

1988).31 The CL-scribe’s spelling  <ght> is regular in CL, P and his copy of Lydgate’s Siege, but it is 

                                                           
31 Dobson (1957, 667) suggested, without evidence, that it could be a Kenticism.  
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not unlikely that the poet’s rhymes may have been reflected in alternative spellings, as they are in 

Capgrave (and other writers from East Anglia) who did not write  <gh> or yogh in reflexes of Old 

English -ht  (Davis 1955, Lucas 1973, 349, Beadle 1977, II, 56-7). Rhyme words in CL provide a 

clue: ‘night(-)’ is always nyght(-) except in the words nytirtale (‘night-time’) and nithingale (1353), 

both of them occurring in rhyme position.  

 

 

 

IV: Diagnostic Features Outside of Rhyme 

 

 

 

When the language of a poem has been thoroughly translated by scribe, the rhyme constraints 

allow us a way back to the original phonology. But even without the help of rhyme, it is often possible 

to detect linguistic composites on the basis of significant ‘relicts’ (Benskin and Laing 1981; Laing 

1989). In the case of CL, there are some unusual forms or words that look out of place in the language 

of London, c. 1480.  

Some cases present phonological features that we have already seen in the previous section. 

The development of [içt] > [i:t], evident from rhymes and from the spellings nyt- and nith- in rhyming 

words, is also indicated by the curious reverse spelling kiƷt (‘kite’) in 1416 (see Beadle 1977, I, 56-7 

for comparable spellings in 15th-century East Anglian texts). The lowering of ME i is visible in the 

spelling prevey (‘privy’) at 1295.  The anomalous a in everywhare also appears in forms of ‘ere’ 

(‘before’ < OE ǣr, ON ār). Spellings with <e>, to be expected in the language of the scribe, occur at 

167 and 1309, but at 983 we encounter arst and at 994 ar. These a forms, probably influenced by the 

ON etymon, are typically Northern and North Midland (Jordan 1974, 77). In the fifteenth-century 

southern writers examined by Dibelius they occur only in Norfolk (Dibelius 1901, 326).  

An orthographic peculiarity that has previously been noticed as an East Anglian characteristic 

is the use of possessive adjectives with –n not just before a vowel or h-, but before a consonant 

(Seymour 1968, 168; Parkes and Beadle 1979-80, III, 55). The CL-scribe mostly uses my and thy 

before consonants but there are three exceptions in  CL: myne commaundement, 1231; myne 

protestacioun, 1338; myne power, 1339.   
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The pret. and p.p. of ‘give’ also reveal some interesting variations: besides gave (447, 1123) 

we find 1sg. yove (688) and p.p. yove(n) (278, 531, 547, 642, 742, 770).32 The vowel, influenced by 

ON gāfu, is especially common in the North-East Midlands (Jordan 1974, 78). Although p.p. yove(n) 

is sporadically found in London (Dibelius 1901, 238),33 singular past tense yove is not: eLALME 

records o forms only in Norfolk (Ʒoue) and Leicestershire (goffe). The scribe’s unfamiliarity with yove 

is perhaps suggested by the fact that he miscopies it as ‘you’ at 770. That his own form was ‘gave’ is 

shown by another curious scribal error at line 690: 

 

And thus gan fynyssh preyer [Forni: prerer], lawde, and preice 

Which that I yove34 to Venus on my kne; 

And in myne harte to ponder and to peice, 

I gave anon hir ymage fressh bewtie … (687-90) 

 

 

As Skeat observed, the scribe here wrote probably gaue for original gan, with ‘hir ymage fresh 

bewtie’ meaning ‘the fresh beauty of her statue’. Such uninflected genitives are unusual (except in the 

case of nouns of relationship in -r), but occur commonly in northern dialects and in Norfolk (Dibelius 

1901, 331-2; Mustanoja 1960, 71-72; Blake 1977).35  

 A few words and idioms also seem to be inconsistent with a London dialect. Skeat himself 

commented on a few northernisms. His examples turn out to be inconclusive,36 but there are some 

dialect words that escaped his attention. In addition to the adjective and pronoun yonder (246, 249 

etc.), CL has three instances yon(ne) (1236, 1239, 1260). That the latter form is Northern is evident 

both from citations in MED s.v. yon (pron.) and (adj) and from the fact that Chaucer (who used yond 

and yonder) resorts to yon only once, to mark the Northern dialect of the clerics in The Reeve’s Tale 

                                                           
32 All of these are mistranscribed by Forni as gove(n).  
33 In the past participle (and past plural) the vowel could be explained by the influence of class IV strong verbs 
(cf. Dibelius 1901, 238). The past participle yove(n) (pret. yaf) is also found in Gower; Samuels and Smith (1988, 
16) attribute this to the Suffolk stratum in his language.  
34 Forni misreads gove. 
35 For another example in CL see n. 7 above.  
36 The single example of a northern inflection, me thynkes (874) (Skeat 1897, lxxvi), is of doubtful significance; 
this also occurs exceptionally in Chaucer (Ten Brink 1901, 133) and in official London records (Fisher, 
Richardson, Fisher 984, 45); occasional verbal inflections in –in/–yn (Skeat 1897, lxxvii) are also common 
enough in London texts (see e.g. Fisher, Richardson and Fisher 1984, 213); the word ure (CL 862) no longer had 
restricted currency by the second half of the fifteenth century, as shown by attestations from other texts in 
Trinity R.3.19 and its sister manuscript, Trinity R.3.21, in MED s.v. ure (n); boun ('ready') is in Chaucer, Gower, 
and Roland and Vernagu (Auchinleck MS), which Purdie localises in the London-area (Purdie 2008, 226-7) .  
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(‘yon wenche wil I swyve’, CT I.4177) (Horobin, 2013, 97). Another clear case is the preposition 

intill. Into is what we would expect to find, and do find (CL 114 and 637), but on two other occasions 

the preposition is intill (219, 766). The word is chiefly Northern and North-Eastern (Mustanoja 1960, 

391; MED s.v. in-til (prep.)). Even more restricted in currency is the word prang, meaning ‘agony, 

throes’: ‘The prange of love so strayneth thaym to crye’ (1150). The word, probably from medieval 

Dutch prang (‘strife, turmoil’), is securely attested, but only in texts from Suffolk and Norfolk.37 A 

final word unattested in the South is blome, which is presumably the word the scribe should have 

written at lines 1432-3: 

To feche the floures fressh, and braunche, and blome; [MS bleme] 

And namly hawthorn brought both page and grome … 

 

 

The word is an ON borrowing (cf. OI blōm), which could explain why in ME it is never found further 

south than Suffolk (Lygdate), though it entered common parlance in the course of the sixteenth 

century.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

CL has always seemed to modern readers something of an enigma. In C.S. Lewis’s classic 

formulation, ‘few poems are so deeply anonymous as the Court of Love. Its style and metre are not 

those of any known period in our literature; and it is difficult to guess who this author was when he 

wrote a poem which scans perfectly provided you make every final –e mute and also sound the –e in 

every plural and genitive in –es’ (Lewis, 1936, 256). Lewis’s guess, following Skeat’s, is that he was 

a sixteenth-century poet trying to reinvent a medieval language and literary mode.  

 As we have seen, Lewis overstated the eccentricity of the poet’s metre. He also exaggerated 

his anonymity. Towards the end of the poem, the poet reveals something about his identity:  

 

                                                           
37 See MED s.v. pronge. The final entry under this item (from a Warwickshire MS), assigned by MED to a 
different sense – (b) a pointed instrument, a pitchfork – probably does not belong here. See OED, which 
assigns these senses to different words, prong n. 1 and 2.  
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‘My name, alas, my hart, why make it straunge? 

Philogenet I cald am, fer and nere, 

Of Cambridge clerk’   (911-3) 

 

‘Philogenet’ is Greek code for ‘born-to-love’ or perhaps ‘woman-lover’ and not his real name, but 

there is no reason to doubt he was indeed a ‘Cambridge clerk’. This ‘Cambridge clerk’ was writing 

sometime before c. 1480, when his poem appears, much garbled in transmission, in the manuscript 

that is now Cambridge, Trinity College, MS R.3.19. Of course, Cambridge students were not 

necessarily from the vicinity of Cambridge, but in this case we have strong linguistic evidence to link 

him with East Anglia. 

It is fortunate that we also know something about the Trinity scribe: he was a professional 

scribe involved in the London book trade. In the same manuscript he also copied The Petigrew of 

Englond, which he updated to take account of Margaret of York’s marital status. He also copied 

Lydgate’s Siege of Thebes in Oxford, St John’s College, 266. The likelihood that he was from 

London, while the poet was from further north and writing earlier, is indicated by frequent failures of 

rhyme. Some of these same failures occur in his copy of Lydgate’s Siege. The linguistic differences 

between the poet and the scribe, as reconstructed from rhyme, metre and possible relicts, are set out in 

the table below in the order in which they have been discussed: 

Poet 

 

Scribe 

adversaire adversary 

sojoure / sojorne sojorne 

-n / -e / Ø  in verbal inflections (inf. and plural) -e / Ø   

Herte harte 

herde (‘hard’)  harde 

day (die’) / dye dye 

Felawe felowe 

-hede -hode 

wele / well well 

Yit yet 

Cherryse cherrysh 

Shold shuld 

Stere stirre 

Discrye discrive 

requere require 

forbede forbidde 
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begon(ne) / beganne38 beganne 

Song sang 

Stond stand 

Fond found 

Holond Holand 

con (‘know’) / can knowe 

leke / like like 

fere / fire fire 

Desere desire 

thenk / thynk  think 

mende / mynde mynde 

pete, prevy, destresse pite(e), privy, distresse 

Ded dyd(e)/did(e) 

-whare -where 

nyt / nith nyght 

kiƷt kite 

ar (‘ere’) er 

myne + consonant my + consonant 

yove  (1/3 pret.) gave 

yonne / yonder yonder 

Intill into 

 

 

Before we draw conclusions from this table, some caveats are in order. First, because the 

poem was ‘translated’ by scribes we cannot be confident about original spellings. Rhymes enable us 

to reconstruct phonology, not orthography – which is why for the purposes of localising our poet the 

eLALME dot maps based on broad phonological criteria have proved to be more useful than the 

‘fitting’ facility, which brings detailed spelling variations into play.39 Second, while rhymes are 

revealing because they provide a check on scribal translation, the need to rhyme may also have 

constrained the poet. The forms found in rhyme were presumably available in the poet’s dialect, but 

that does not mean they were his normal ones. Occasionally, other rhymes show that the poet had 

more than one form at his disposal. In the table above all alternative forms that can be confirmed by 

rhyme have been added, but the poet will have had many others.  Thus, while the table indicates that   

                                                           
38 The rhyme itself (beganne : can, 459-60) is not decisive, but these are the c-verses of a rhyme-royal stanza 
that already rhymes on –on in the a-verses.  
39 To give but one example, anyone trying to ‘fit’ the form yove (‘gave’) 1/3 sg (item 153-20) in eLALME will find 
it precisely nowhere: the closest match is Ʒoue, apparently attested in two LPs (776, 4057) from King’s Lynn in 
Norfolk. I say ‘apparently’ because Ʒoue is not actually returned in LP 776, and also shows up only in LP 4057 in 
the item list for gave (153-20).   
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desere (‘desire) and myne before consonant-initial words probably featured in the poet’s language, it 

should not be read as suggesting that they invariably or frequently did. For all these reasons, it is not 

to be confused with an actual linguistic profile.   

Second, in the case of some of the forms which I have attributed to the poet, it is difficult to 

be certain that they were not (or were not also) minority forms in the scribe’s own language. For 

instance, whar (‘where’), ded (‘did’), fere ‘fire’, pete are all occasionally found in London texts. This 

quandary is really part of a much larger issue, which is that the language of East Anglia cannot neatly 

be separated from that of London since speakers of the former (such as Chaucer’s grandfather, from 

Ipswich) migrated to London, and since it was the conduit for many linguistic imports from the North. 

Thus the Old Norse pronouns theire and thaim that we find in CL were North-East Midland in the 

fourteenth century, but by 1480 they were normal in the scribe’s own language (cf. ‘thaim’ in 

Petigrew, fol. 249v) and in London documents more generally (Lekebush 1906, 106; Fisher, 

Richardson, Fisher 1984, 44). Some infiltration of East Anglian forms into London English is to be 

expected (Samuels 1988a, 36, n. 27), and phonological differences between London and East Anglian 

writers are therefore usually measured not by the complete absence or presence of a particular form, 

but rather by the ‘marked predominance of a certain spelling’ (Kihlbom 1926, 22). Without access to 

the poet’s autograph this is not something we are able to do. We can be more certain, however, that 

the forms attributed to the poet were not standard ones for the scribe. His preferred forms, which 

correspond closely with those of London letter writers and London documents of the period, and 

which can be confirmed with reference to other texts in his hand, are those in the right-hand column; 

and it is because he wrote these, and not the ones in the left-hand column, that we are now left with a 

poem that seems to rhyme so loosely.  

Comparing the poet’s forms with the scribe’s, it is clear he has almost invariably introduced 

forms closer to PDE. The fact that he was probably writing a few decades after the poet is relevant 

here, but so is the fact that he was a professional London scribe, who wrote a style of written English 

that resembles what Samuels termed the ‘Chancery Standard’ (Samuels 1988a, 24), which developed 

in London from the 1430s onwards. As demonstrated by Benskin 2004, there was more variation in 

the writings of London government clerks than the word ‘standard’ might suggest, and they certainly 
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were not engaged on a conscious programme to standardize English, as argued by Fisher 1996. In 

preferring certain forms to others (e.g. shuld rather than shold, found rather than fond), they drifted 

closer towards modern English, but that sense of direction is the product of our hindsight rather than 

their foresight. The scribal usage of the CL-scribe shows this same drift. In defiance of rhyme 

constraints, he introduced the forms that were the common currency of London correspondents and 

administrators of the period. 

The poet’s language, on the other hand, is marked by a number of regional forms and dialect 

words. Some cannot be characterised very precisely beyond the fact that they are Northern (intill, 

boun, stere, ar, yon, discrye), but others point more firmly to East Anglia. The lowering of [i:] and [ɪ] 

in ‘leke’ (‘like’), ‘desere’, ‘mende’ implied by rhymes and by non-standard spellings is strongly 

associated with this area, as is the combination of the rounding of [a] to [o] before nasals and the loss 

of the fricative in words like bright and night, as indicated by rhymes and some spellings. The pret. 

sg. yove is only attested by eLALME in Norfolk (in the spelling Ʒove). The word prang is restricted to 

East Anglia. It is therefore likely that our ‘Cambridge clerk’ came from East Anglia, probably from 

Norfolk. However, since many Cambridge school and University teachers and students were recruited 

from this county, and since writing was acquired by education, Norfolk features need not necessarily 

be inconsistent with a Cambridge origin (Samuels 1988b).  

CL is thus not a Renaissance fabrication containing false ME, but a late medieval poem from 

East Anglia. Since the poet relies heavily on Lydgate, and uses aureate diction (celsitude, metricien) 

and other words (courtly, assummon, demene) that are very late ME, I would tentatively date it to the 

middle of the fifteenth century. This East Anglian poem was subsequently filtered through the 

language of London of c. 1480. The accusations of ‘false English’ that Skeat levels against the poet 

miss the point if, as I have argued, the language of CL was a Mischsprache of standard London 

English overlaid on a strongly regional substratum.  

My hypothesis offers an alternative perspective on CL’s linguistic peculiarities, and to show 

how this can alter our understanding of the poem, I would like to end by returning, for a moment, to 

Skeat’s perspective:  

 167. non erst ; false grammar for non er ‘no sooner’; ‘no soonest’ is nonsense.  
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 1045. thou wot ; false grammar for thou wost.  

 

 

Skeat was a brilliant editor, and understood better than most modern editors that medieval poets cared 

about their rhymes and rhythms being right, but his linguistic prescriptivism has fortunately had its 

day. With regard to non erst, the sense ‘earlier’ for erst is a logical development of one of its main 

senses, ‘the earlier of the two’ (MED s.v. erest, sense 4), and even Chaucer used it ‘falsely’ (‘Nevere 

erst er now’, CT III.2220). It is only the combination with preceding non that is unusual, though not, 

interestingly enough, in the Paston letters, which is the only other place where it can be found: ‘I 

thank God that John Paston yed non erst forthe’; ‘I sent to yowe non erste no wrythgtyng’; and ‘non 

rest but on Wednysday’ (Davis, Beadle and Richmond 2004-5, II, 282, 390, 477).  

With regard to thou wot, the key point is that in Northern dialects the 1/3sg. past tense form of 

was often extended to the 2sg. This affects the present tense of preterite-persent verbs (Mossé 1952, 

83) and explains thou wot. With the help of digital databases parallels are easy to find. Cf. Richard 

Rolle’s Commentary on the Psalter, ‘thou wot holly all’ (cited from the Corpus of Middle English 

Prose and Verse: http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/). The lack of inflection in 2sg preterite-presents 

verbs in CL is confirmed by rhyme at 462-3 (beganne : [thowe] can, 461-2) and appears to be typical 

of East Anglia. Dibelius (1901, 246-7) cites comparable rhymes by Bokenham (thou shal : al) and 

Capgrave (thou can : man).  

The hypothesis that the poet was from East Anglia and the scribe from London thus makes it 

possible to understand what Skeat called ‘false grammar’ is syntax that is true to the poet’s own 

dialect, and that the ‘imperfect rhymes’ in CL are epiphenomena reflecting the compromise between 

the poet’s language and that of the scribe.  

  

  

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/c/cme/
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